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DISCLAIMER
This report is based on state of affairs at the Construction site of the New Apron Stand and extension of the Bravo Taxiway
at the King Shaka International Airport at the date of the audit. It is based on information received from Down Touch
Investments (the Main Contractor), BMK Group (The Principal Agent), Airports Company South Africa (the Client) and
their respective representatives. Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd and its employees do not accept any
responsibility for liability incurred by the organisation, or any of its agents, parent companies, affiliates, employees or
contractors, because of reliance on the findings and opinions, or because of any omissions from the report content,
findings or opinions.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd (TEC) was appointed to act on behalf of BMK Group (BMK) as the
Environmental Control Officer (ECO) for the Project being undertaken by the Client, Airports Company South Africa SOC
Ltd (ACSA). The Project being the Construction of the Bravo Taxiway Extension and Code F Apron Stands.
The role of TEC is to provide ACSA with ECO Services, which includes, as required by the Environmental Authorisation (EA):

• Being appointed as the ECO before commencement of any authorised activities
• Having the necessary experience to act as the ECO for the construction phase of the development
• Having the responsibility to ensure that the mitigation/rehabilitation measures and recommendations referred
to in the EA are implemented

• Ensuring compliance with the provisions of the EMPr
• Submitting their name and contact details to the Director: Compliance Monitoring of the Department
• Keeping record of all activities on site, problems identified, transgressions noted, and a schedule of tasks
undertaken by the ECO

• Remaining employed until all rehabilitation measures, as required for implementation due to construction
damage are completed and the site is ready for operation.
In addition, in their role as ECO, TEC has committed to:

• Ensuring that all activities to be undertaken on site are in accordance with the approved EMPr and EA
• Undertaking inspections of said activities with regard to implementation of the requirements outlined in the EMPr
and EA

• Developing a compliance monitoring checklist
• Immediately notifying all relevant parties of any non-compliance with the EMPr, or any other complaints or issues
of environmental concern

• Preparing monthly environmental compliance audit reports for submission to the client and relevant authority
As such, TEC regularly liaises with Down Touch Investments (Pty) Ltd (DTI), the main contractor on site to advise, monitor
and follow up on all activities that have an impact on the biophysical and socio-economic environment.
The compliance monitoring checklist was developed based on the conditions of the EA (DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841)
and the approved EMPr, as well as all other applicable legislation and municipal by-laws. An audit of the conditions on
site, documentation control, EO awareness and processes adhered to was conducted during a one (1) day audit visit. This
compliance monitoring audit was undertaken at the construction site on 25 February 2020.
In attendance at the meeting were Ms Samiksha Naidoo, Environmental Officer (EO’s) of DTI. At the audit, a
comprehensive review of the documentation and associated contractor checklists was undertaken. Following the
documentation review, the auditor spent time on site observing and inspecting the construction activities being
conducted.
The findings of the Compliance Monitoring Audit are included in Section 5. The audit findings also include practical
recommendations which will aid in the various non-compliance issues being corrected. All findings were ranked according
to the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Full Compliance (FC)
Partial Compliance (PC)
Not Applicable (N/A)
Non – Compliance (NC)

The findings were entered into the compliance monitoring checklist and the percentage (%) of compliance to the
regulatory requirements was calculated. The table below provides a summary of the audit findings and Figure 1 is provided
for visual illustration.

Score

Maximum
Score

Full
Compliance

Partial
Compliance

Not
Applicable

NonCompliance

Total Number of items audited

% Compliance

Table 1: Summary of Audit Results

98%

283

288

139

5

15

0

139

5
Full Compliance

Partial Compliance

15
Not Applicable

0
Non-Compliance

Figure 1: Graph illustrating audit results
An overall compliance rating of 98% has been achieved for this audit period which is a decrease to the rating that was
achieved during the previous audit period. DTI is aware of most areas of concern and findings outlined in this report
including recommendations have been discussed with the DTI EO.
It is recommended that the DTI EO implement the recommendations made here-in and maintain the duty of care
associated with activities of this site. Non-conformances are to be tracked by the EO, as well as the ECO to ensure that
non-compliances are mitigated/corrected and closed out as soon as possible.
It is noted there that certain existing conditions raise non-compliances in different pieces of legislation. This negatively
affects the overall scoring, however, conditions meeting compliance which appear in different pieces of legislation also
positively affect the overall scoring. This nuance is unavoidable due to the repeat requirements in different pieces of
legislation. Further to this, each piece of legislation has standalone implications for each non-compliance identified during
the audit. It is for this reason that repeat conditions are not grouped together.
In terms of the Duty of Care Provision in S28(1) a project proponent must ensure that reasonable measures are taken
throughout the life cycle of a project to ensure that any pollution or degradation of the environment associated with the
project is avoided, stopped or minimised. In terms of NEMA (1998), it is a legal duty of a project proponent to consider a

project holistically, and to consider the cumulative effect of a variety of impacts. In the effort of being compliant with
legislation, DTI, BMK, ACSA and TEC have stated their commitment to implementing sound environmental practices and
protection of the environment in line with Section 28 (Duty of Care) of NEMA (1998).
Given the decline in performance, it should be noted that as per Section 28 (1) of NEMA, DTI and ACSA have the
responsibility to implement “reasonable measures to prevent and minimise any pollution or degradation from occurring,
continuing or recurring” within their operating area.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
ACSA has proposed extension works at the King Shaka International Airport (KSIA) with the construction of additional apron
stands and the extension of the Bravo Taxiway. The development is aimed at addressing operational risks identified in the
taxiway areas, while also increasing the airport’s capacity for having larger aircraft stationed in between flight operations.
The remote wide-body aircraft stands (‘aprons’) will be constructed and this will be complemented by the newly extended
taxiway. The development will be conducted in a manner that meets the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Code F standards, and the end goal of the project is to increase the airport’s overall operational capacity.
ACSA was issued with a positive Environmental Authorisation (DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841) for their proposed
Construction of the Bravo Taxiway Extension and Code F Apron Stands at the King Shaka International Airport in Durban,
South Africa on 12 April 2018. The EMPr submitted as part of the application was approved in the authorisation itself, with
the conditions stated in the EMPr to form an integral part of the compliance monitoring and implementation.
Project Locality
The KSIA is located in La Mercy, KwaZulu-Natal, approximately 35 km north of Durban. The airport falls within the jurisdiction
of the eThekwini Municipal Area. The airport precinct is bordered by the M43 to the north, the Mdloti River to the south,
the R102 to the west, and the N2 freeway to the east (see Figure 1). Neighbouring communities are Mount Moreland to the
near south west and Verulam to the far south-west; Tongaat to the west and north; and Umdloti to the south-east. Notable
communities further away are Umhlanga to the south and Ballito to the north. The airport is accessible from both the N2
freeway and the alternative R102 road, with the M65 linking the N2 and the R102 with the airport. The project locality map
can be found overleaf.
Details of the Auditor
DTI are the main contractors responsible for the construction activities. TEC has been appointed as the Independent ECO to
the Principal Agent, BMK Group who were contracted by the Client to manage the construction activities. The audit was
undertaken by the TEC team presented in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Thembeka Environmental Consulting Audit Team
NAME

DESIGNATION

RESPONSIBILITY

Ms Samantha Moodley (Pr Sci Nat) has 14 years of experience and
advanced knowledge in the global environmental and engineering
fields, predominantly in infrastructure development, oil and gas,
industrial developments, minerals and metals. She has a successful
track record in environmental permitting processes, due diligence,
project management, conflict resolution, project administration,
interfacing with other disciplines, environmental and related
legislation (South African and international) and public participation
processes. Ms Moodley has successfully led and contributed to
ESHIAs for large multi-disciplinary projects and is accomplished in
producing sound scientific reports that are understandable to nontechnical stakeholders. She is a strong communicator with project
and technical teams, Clients, authorities and public role-players.

Principle
Environmental
Consultant and
Lead Auditor

•
•
•
•
•

The auditor’s independence declaration is attached as Appendix A.
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Overall Legal Compliance
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Figure 1: Locality map
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The following legislation guided the audit process, and the activities were audited against the stipulations contained in these acts, regulations and policies .
Table 4: Compliance Framework
TITLE OF LEGISLATION, POLICY
OR GUIDELINE

Norms and Standards for
Storage of Waste (2013)

Occupational Health and
Safety Act, 1993 (Act No. 85
of 1993)

Facilities Regulations

General Health and Safety
Regulations

APPLICABILITY TO THE PROJECT

Norms and standards for storage of waste stipulates specific requirements for waste storage. ACSA is
required to comply to the requirements of the handling of general waste on site according to the norms
and standards for the storage of waste, i.e., spoil material.

ADMINISTERING
AUTHORITY

DATE

Department of
Environmental
Affairs (DEA)

2013

Department of
Labour

1993

Department of
Labour

1990

Department of
Labour

1986

The OHS Act provides for the health and safety of persons at work and for the health and safety of
persons indirectly associated with the construction phase; the protection of persons other than persons
at work, against hazards to health and safety arising out of or in connection with the activities of persons
at work.
This Act will find application during the life cycle (viz. construction) of the Apron Stands and Bravo
Taxiway. H&S precautions measures must be put in place for the employees and the general public (e.g.
protection of workers on site through provision of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and appropriate
training.
These regulations refer to sanitary facilities, toilets, bathrooms, showers, dining facilities, drinking water,
certain prohibitions as well as the conditions of these facilities that forms part of the work environment
during the construction phase of the Project.
These regulations refer to general health and safety matters or requirements set for the work
environment. This Act will find application during the life cycle (viz. construction) of the Apron Stands and
Bravo Taxiway. Proper First aid, emergency equipment, and procedures for. Use and storage of flammable
liquids must be in place for all employees.
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TITLE OF LEGISLATION, POLICY
OR GUIDELINE

National Environmental
Management Act (Act No.
107 of 1998)

APPLICABILITY TO THE PROJECT

The requirement to obtain environmental authorisation for certain development proposals or projects is
legislated in NEMA. Any activity which is listed in Listing Notice 1 - Listing Notice 3 of the EIA Regulations,
2014 (as amended) is subject to environmental authorisation. Chapter 5 of NEMA focuses on promoting
the use of appropriate environmental tools, primarily environmental and social impact assessment
procedures, as a means to achieve the goal of integrated environmental management. The EIA
Regulations, 2014 (as amended), made under section 24 of NEMA, are intended to integrate and facilitate
environmental impact management with development activities or processes, in line with sustainable
development objectives. They provide a method for the investigation, assessment and communication of
the potential consequences or impacts of listed activities.

ADMINISTERING
AUTHORITY

DATE

Department of
Environmental
Affairs (DEA)

1998

Department of
Environmental
Affairs (DEA)

2008

In terms of the Duty of Care Provision in S28(1) a project proponent must ensure that reasonable
measures are taken throughout the life cycle of a project to ensure that any pollution or degradation of
the environment associated with the project is avoided, stopped or minimised. In terms of NEMA, it has
become the legal duty of a project proponent to consider a project holistically, and to consider the
cumulative effect of a variety of impacts.

National Environmental
Management: Waste Act,
2008 (No. 59 of 2008)

The Act stipulates the manner which various waste classes should be stored, managed and disposed of
while being cognisant of the potential impact the waste handling may have on the environment. In terms
of the Regulations published in terms of this Act (GN 921), A Basic Assessment or Environmental Impact
Assessment is required to be undertaken for identified listed activities (Category A and B) while Category
C Activities (such as storage of waste) must be undertaken in accordance with the National norms and
standards for storage of waste, 2013.
Any person who stores waste must at least take steps, unless otherwise provided by this Act, to ensure
that:
•
The containers in which any waste is stored, are intact and not corroded or in.
•
Any other way rendered unlit for the safe storage of waste.
•
Adequate measures are taken to prevent accidental spillage or leaking.
•
The waste cannot be blown away.
•
Nuisances such as odour, visual impacts and breeding of vectors do not arise.
•
Pollution of the environment and harm to health are prevented.
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TITLE OF LEGISLATION, POLICY
OR GUIDELINE

Environmental Regulations
for Workplaces

Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa Act No. (106
of 1996)

Ethekwini Municipality ByLaws - Applicable Sections

APPLICABILITY TO THE PROJECT

These regulations in general refers to the physical conditions of the work environment. Adequate facilities
must be in place for employees and general public during the construction phase such adequate lighting.
Windows and ventilation in the site offices, proper housekeeping, precautions against flooding and fire
precautions and means of escape
The Constitution is the supreme Law in South Africa. Chapter 2 of the Constitution contains the Bill of
Rights including section 24 which provides that:
"Everyone has the right(a) to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and
(b) to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, through
reasonable legislative and other measures that(i) prevent pollution and ecological degradation;
(ii) promote conservation; and
(iii) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting
justifiable economic and social development."
Other rights protected by the Constitution relevant to environmental authorisations include the right to
administrative justice and to information, and rights, known as "socio-economic rights", such as access to
clean air. The right to administrative justice is relevant to application and awarding of environmental
authorisations because decisions made by the competent authority in the course of the environmental
assessment process (such as the decision to accept a basic assessment report) as well as a final decision
on the application fall into the definition of "administrative action". The construction phase of the Project
would need to take these principles into account.
The Ethekwini Municipal By-Laws are laws that have been put into effect to regulate the affairs and the
services it provides within its area of jurisdiction. A municipality derives the powers to pass a by-law from
the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, which gives certain specified powers and competencies
to local government as set out in Part B of Schedules 4 and Part B of 5 to the Constitution. In this regard, it
is important that the construction phase of the Project takes cognisance of the applicable by-laws.
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ADMINISTERING
AUTHORITY

DATE

Department of
Labour (DoL)

1987

South African
Government

1996

Ethekwini
Municipality

1996

TITLE OF LEGISLATION, POLICY
OR GUIDELINE

Ethekwini Municipality Waste Removal By-Laws

APPLICABILITY TO THE PROJECT

Business owners will adhere to the following waste requirements:
•
Ensure all service providers and sub-contractors in relation to waste management on site are in
possession of Accreditation Permits in accordance with the By-Laws.
•
Ensure the provision of information to the council in a prescribed format and within a
prescribed period.
•
Ensure all service providers and sub-contractors register on the EMM’s database with Waste
Information Management System (SAWIS)

ADMINISTERING
AUTHORITY

DATE

Ethekwini
Municipality

2016

Ethekwini
Municipality

2014

Ethekwini
Municipality

2017

Ensure best waste management practices from cradle to grave.
Ethekwini Municipality Water Supply By-Law

Ethekwini Municipality Stormwater Management
By-Law

One of the key objectives of this By-law which is relevant to this Project is to regulate water supply in a
manner which ensures the environment is protected for the benefit of present and future generations.
This By-law applies to all areas which fall under the jurisdiction of the eThekwini Municipality and is
binding on all persons to the extent applicable.
This By-Law has been passed to provide for the regulation of stormwater management systems; to
provide for measures to adapt to climate change and densification of built-up areas; to protect and
preserve the natural environment; to provide for developments being done in a safe and sustainable
manner with regard to rainfall and stormwater; to provide for a sustainable environment while pursuing
economic development; and to provide for matters incidental thereto.
The objects of this By-law are to– (a) provide for the regulation of stormwater management in the
eThekwini Municipal area; and (b) regulate activities which may have a detrimental effect on
development, operation or maintenance of stormwater systems.
This By-law applies to stormwater systems which fall under the jurisdiction of the Municipality and is
binding on all persons to the extent applicable.
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APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
Objectives of the Audit
This report aims to address the following objectives as required by the Environmental Authorisation and as contained in
Appendix 7 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2014 (as amended in 2017):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To report on the progress of the construction phase.
To evaluate the level of compliance with the conditions of the Environmental Authorisation.
To evaluate the level of compliance with the conditions of the EMPr.
To assess the extent to which the avoidance, management, and mitigation measures provided for in the EMPr
achieve the objectives and outcomes of the EMPr.
To identify and evaluate any new impacts and risks because of the construction phase.
To appraise the effectiveness of the EMPr.
To find the shortcomings of the EMPr; and
To identify the need for any changes to the avoidance, management and mitigation measures provided for in the
EMPr
Audit Methodology

The compliance monitoring checklist was developed based on the conditions of the EA (DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841)
and the approved Environmental Management Programme (EMPr), as well as all other applicable legislation and
municipal by-laws. An audit of the conditions on site, documentation control, Environmental Officer (EO) awareness and
processes adhered to was conducted during a one (1) day audit visit. This compliance monitoring audit was undertaken
at the construction site 25 February 2020.
This audit was conducted with respect to the construction phase requirements of the EMPr and not for the requirements
of the other phases of the development. In attendance at the meeting were Ms Samiksha Naidoo, Environmental Officer
(EO’s) of DTI. At the audit, a comprehensive review of the documentation and associated contractor checklists was
undertaken. Following the documentation review, the auditor spent time on site observing and inspecting the
construction activities being conducted. This report details the results of the seventeenth environmental compliance
monitoring audit for the project, as at the date of the audit.
The audit was underataken within the timeframe illutrated in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Activities undertaken during the audit
TIME FRAME

ACTIVITY

25 February 2020

The site reconnaissance was undertaken over 1 day. A comprehensive review of the
documentation and associated contractor checklists was undertaken. Once the
documentation was reviewed, the auditor spent time on site observing and inspecting the
activities/operations being conducted.

25-28 February 2020

The audit team conducted a thorough review of the information gathered during the
monitoring and audit. Following the review of all information TEC drafted the audit report
on the findings of the audit.
The client was provided with an opportunity to review findings of the audit report.
Following the receipt of comments from the client, the report will be finalised.
The report was updated and finalised in light of comments received

03 March 2020
18 March 2020
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Compliance Audit Reports
The compliance audit report provides various findings, in a structured and systematic manner regarding:
•

The level of performance against and compliance of all organisations working on the project with the provisions
of the EA and EMPr
The ability of the measures contained in the EMPr to sufficiently provide for the avoidance, management and
mitigation of environmental impacts associated with the undertaking of any activity
Conducting and submitting to the competent authority at intervals as indicated in the environmental
authorisation
Inclusion of recommendations to amend the EMPr or Closure Plan in order to rectify any possible shortcomings
identified in the environmental audit report

•
•
•

Compliance Rating and Audit Findings
The results of the audit have been calculated and presented as a percentage score. The auditor has assessed the final
compliance percentage and evaluated this in relation to the realistic representation of on-site activities, taking into
account South African Environmental Legislative Framework. Through this assessment the auditor has determined that
the final compliance percentage is a true representation of on-site activities and a final recommendation is made
regarding actual compliance.
All findings are ranked according to the criteria indicated in Table 6 below. The colour coding assigned to the rankings are
used to visually indicate areas of compliance, partial compliance and non-compliance. Furthermore, to indicate which
conditions are not applicable to the on-site activities. Each colour coding has a value (score) attached to it.
Table 6: Compliance rating key
COMPLIANCE RATING

SCORE

Full Compliance – FC

2

Partial Compliance - PC

1

Non-Compliance – NC

-2

Not Applicable – N/A

0

DESCRIPTION
When an activity or condition has been implemented, completed
or is on schedule or is maintained on an ongoing basis.
When an activity has been started, changed or is in process of being
implemented, but might not necessarily be on schedule or
executed exactly as per the relevant legislation.
When an activity or condition has not been implemented or
completed according to plan / requirement or when any illegal
actions have been identified.
When an activity or commitment has, either been changed or
replaced with other better alternatives; The activities that require
implementation for a given commitment has not been initiated; or
Associated activity has ceased (or has been completed) and is no
longer applicable.

The findings of the audit are entered into the audit spreadsheet which calculates the percentage of compliance to the
regulatory requirements. The table can be interpreted as follows:
•
•
•
•

Maximum score – represents the score if 100% compliance is achieved, i.e. the number of conditions minus the
conditions which are not applicable or repeated, multiplied by the score allocation of 2;
Full compliance, partial compliance, non-compliance – represent the number of times the specific rating was
triggered.
Score – represents the sum of the ratings (rating times the corresponding score); and
Percentage (%) compliance - represents the score divided by the maximum score.
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Decision-Making Based on Audit Results
Decision making based on the audit results, have the following objectives:
•
•

Geared towards improving the present situation; and
Instituting fair and reasonable corrective action.

ACSA together with DTI, should make decisions based on the significance of the problem or non-compliance and allocate
the necessary resources required to improve the situation.
Instituting Corrective Action
It is recommended that an action plan be implemented to address the audit recommendations. The plan may include:
• Goals
• Strategies
• Performance indicators
• Responsibilities
• A timetable for achievement.
An independent compliance audit is an effective management tool on condition that the recommendations, as identified
in this audit, are considered and implemented. The audit provides a basis for recommending actions to correct any
deficiencies and to address any areas of non-compliance recorded as part of the audit findings.
Assumptions and Limitations
The audit is based on the assumptions that:
•

•
•

The findings and observations detailed in this report are based upon visual inspections by the auditor, interviews,
monthly site audit reports complied by the EO and documents provided by the development management. The
auditors cannot be held responsible for incorrect conclusions because of information withheld or obsolete
documents.
No physical testing was performed as part of this audit.
Audits are conducted in terms of the construction phase requirements of the various conditions and
authorisation applicable to the project.
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EVALUATION OF THE EMPR
Following the results of the environmental compliance assessment of the EMPr, the document was reviewed, and the
following conclusions and recommendations made:
•

•

•

•

The EMPr has served as the primary environmental management document for the project and the contents
thereof has been communicated to all responsible parties. Continued communication and co-operation are
encouraged to minimise and avoid environmental impacts.
The EMPr has informed required Construction Method Statements which has achieved sound environmental
management on site. Improved implementation of environmental specifications contained in Method
Statements is encouraged.
The appointed ECO has effectively monitored environmental compliance during this audit period through site
visits. Compliance has been evaluated against a construction monitoring checklist which has been directly
informed by the EMPr. Results of inspections have been reported to all affected parties and issues have been
continuously addressed in a good time upon instruction by the ECO.
The EMPr comprehensively details the avoidance, management and mitigation measures to ensure that
environmental impacts are minimised. The effectiveness of the EMPr is evidenced by the limited number and
scale of environmental incidents occurring on site since commencement of construction. This includes no
detrimental pollution of the natural environment or destruction of natural resources.

It is concluded that the EMPr would continue to achieve its required outcomes with continuous implementation and
effective environmental monitoring.
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COMPLIANCE MONITORING AUDIT RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Audit Results February 2020
The detailed audit results are presented overleaf, in the checklist format used for the audit process.
Table 7: Detailed independent audit findings checklist February 2020 (overleaf)
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE MONITORING FOR THE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE BRAVO TAXIWAY EXTENSION AND CODE F APRON STANDS
AT THE KING SHAKA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
IN DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA
(DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841)
King Shaka International Airport: King Shaka Drive, La Mercy, 4407
Contractor: Down Touch Investments
Contractor Environmental Officer: Samiksha Naidoo
Audit Date:25/02/2020
Auditors: Samantha Moodley

Number

Undertaken On Behalf Of

Undertaken By

Responsibility

Regulation / Section / Requirement

Status

Score

Undertaken For

Undertaken On

Observations

Recommendations

CONDITIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841
NOTIFICATION OF AUTHORISATION
1

The holder of the authorisation must notify every registered interested and affected party, in writing and
within 14 (fourteen) calendar days of the date of the environmental authorisation, of the decision to
authorise the activity

ACSA/EAP (DMT Kai Batla)

Full Compliance

2

The EAP completing the permitting application informed all I&AP's within the
specified timeframe (on 25/04/2018) after authorisation was received on
12/04/2018. I&AP's were given until 18/05/2018 to appeal. No appeals were
received.

None

Construction began on 01/08/2018, more than 20 days after authorisation
dated 12/04/2018 was issued.

None

EMPr is being implemented and adhered to.

None

COMMENCEMENT OF THE ACTIVITY
2

The authorised activity shall not commence within twenty (20) days of the date of signature of the
authorisation

3

The Environmental Management Programme (EMPr), submitted as part of the Application for EA was
approved. This EMPr must be implemented and adhered to

ACSA/DTI

Full Compliance

2

MANAGEMENT OF THE ACTIVITY
ACSA/ECO/DTI

Full Compliance

2

MONITORING

4

5

The holder of the authorisation must appoint an experienced Environmental Control Officer (ECO) for the
construction phase of the development that will have the responsibility to ensure that the
mitigation/rehabilitation measures and recommendations referred to in the EA are implemented and to
ensure compliance with the provisions of the approved EMPr.
- The ECO must be appointed before commencement of any authorised activities
- Once appointed, the name and contact details of the ECO must be submitted to the Director: Compliance
Monitoring of the Department
- The ECO must keep record of all activities on site, problems identified, transgressions noted and a task
schedule of tasks undertaken by the ECO
- The ECO must remain employed until rehabilitation measures, as required for implementation due to
construction damage, are completed and the site is ready for operation

All documentation e.g. audit/monitoring/compliance reports and notifications, required to be submitted
to the Department in terms of this environmental authorisation, must be submitted to the Director:
Compliance Monitoring of the Department [of Environmental Affairs] at the following e-mail address:
DirectorCompliance@environment.gov.za

ACSA/ECO

Full Compliance

2

ACSA/ECO

Full Compliance

2

The holder of the authorisation has appointed Thembeka Environmental
None
Consulting as the Independent ECO.
This was completed prior to the commencement of any activities (on
31/05/2018)
Details of the ECO was sent to the Director on 15/06/2018
The ECO is currently up to date with all activities on site through regular site
Inspections and constant liaison with the contractor (DTI) EO. The ECO has
flagged potential risks as early warnings and any problems that have been
identified during the audits have been documented so that corrective action
can be implemented.
The ECO will remain employed until rehabilitation measures, as required for
implementation due to construction damage, are completed and the site is
ready for operation
Upon finalisation of the 16th audit report, ACSA submitted reports to DEA via Ensure timeous submission of all reports
e-mail to DirectorCompliance@environment.gov.za on 2020/02/25. Monthly
ECO audit reports will be forwarded to the Director timeously.

6

8

9

10

The holder of the environmental authorization must, for the period during which the environmental
authorisation and EMPr remain valid, ensure that project compliance with the conditions of the
environmental authorisation and the EMPr are audited, and that audit reports are submitted to the
Director: Compliance Monitoring of the Department.
The holder of the authorisation must, in addition, submit an environmental audit reports to the
Department within 30 days of completion of the construction phase (i.e. within 30 days of site handover)
and a final environmental audit report within 30 days of completion of rehabilitation activities.
The environmental audit reports must be compiled in accordance with appendix 7 of the EIA Regulations,
2014 and must indicate the date of the audit, the name of the auditor and the outcome of the audit in
terms of compliance with the environmental authorisation conditions as well as the requirements of the
approved EMPr.
Records relating to monitoring and auditing must be kept on site and made available for inspection to any
relevant and competent authority in respect of this development.

ACSA/ECO

Full Compliance

2

ACSA/ECO

Not Applicable

0

ACSA/ECO

Full Compliance

ECO/EO

Full Compliance

This is the 17th audit . Monthly independent ECO Audit reports has been
Ensure timeous submission of all reports
forwarded to the Director timeously. Audits are conducted on a monthly basis
starting from October 2018.
Independent ECO Audit reports will be compiled monthly and forwarded
through to the Department. The construction phase is still in progress.

None

This is the 17th audit. The audit reports have been compiled in accordance
with appendix 7 of the EIA Regulations, 2014, containing all relevant details
pertaining to the audit and the findings of the audit in terms of compliance
with the EA conditions as well as the requirements of the approved EMPr.

None

2

2

Monthly ECO audits are conducted. All Independent ECO Audit reports has
been made available to the contractor for record keeping. The Contractor EO
keeps records of Daily, weekly and monthly monitoring which is being
conducted by DTI.

Document daily, weekly and monthly monitoring in a well maintained filing
system for ease of reference.

NOTIFICATION TO AUTHORITIES
11

A written notification of commencement must be given to the Department no later than fourteen (14)
days prior to the commencement of the Activity. Commencement for the purposes of this condition
includes site preparation. The notice must include a date on which it is anticipated that the activity will
commence, as well as a reference number.

ACSA

Full Compliance

2

A written notice was given to the director on 04/06/2018, 14 days prior to the None
envisaged commencement date of 18/06/2018. Due to certain delays,
commencement of the site establishment only began on 01/08/2018

OPERATION OF THE ACTIVITY
12

A written notification of operation must be given to the Department no later than fourteen (14) days prior
to the commencement of the activity operational phase.

ACSA

Not Applicable

0

The operational phase has not commenced. It envisaged that
None
commencement of the activity operational phase will commence in 2020. Due
notification will be given to the department.

SITE CLOSURE AND DECOMMISSIONING
13

Should the activity ever cease or become redundant, the holder of the authorization must undertake the
required actions as prescribed by legislation at the time and comply with all relevant legal requirements
administered by any relevant and competent authority at that time.

ACSA

Not Applicable

The activities are currently underway and are not redundant

None

The construction works have been determined to be within the development
footprint and designated buffer area
All areas that were cleared are clearly marked with ranch fencing and no
vegetation has been cleared outside of the demarcated areas

Avoid vehicle movement outside demarcated areas.

0

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
14

15

The extent of the construction works must be limited to the development footprint and the designated
buffer area.
Areas to be cleared need to be clearly marked and clearing of vegetation must only take place within these
demarcated areas.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

A qualified biodiversity specialist must be appointed and tasked to : Identify any features which require
permit applications prior to their removal or destruction. All permits must be obtained prior to the feature
being removed or destroyed.
16

17

A qualified biodiversity specialist must be appointed and tasked to: Identify and rescue indigenous
vegetation to be replanted during rehabilitation phase.

EAP (DMT Kai Batla) / ACSA

Full Compliance

2

EAP (DMT Kai Batla) / ACSA

Full Compliance

2

A qualified biodiversity specialist must be appointed and tasked to: Identify and clear alien vegetation to
retain nutrients for indigenous vegetation.
18

EAP (DMT Kai Batla) / ACSA

Full Compliance

2

Avoid vehicle movement outside demarcated areas.

Eco Pulse, biodiversity specialist was appointed. They identified features
None
which needed permitting applications, viz. Aristea Ecklonii. The permitting
application was submitted by ACSA on 15/08/2018. Permit number
OP3564/2018 was received from Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife and is valid from
28/08/2018 to 01/01/2020. No features were disturbed or moved prior to the
permit being received
Eco Pulse found one specific type of indigenous vegetation, viz Crotalaria
vasculosa. This was recommended to be rescued and replanted. ACSA
conducted the rescue and replanting at a suitable location nearby.

None

Eco Pulse made recommendations for the various alien vegetation found to
be cleared. ACSA has a alien vegetation clearance programme in place which
is managed by a qualified specialist.

Continue to ensure that maintenance of alien vegetation occurs throughout
the construction period so ensure the topsoil is fit for use in the rehabilitation
phase. The vegetation must be monitored and managed by DTI EO accordingly
to avoid erosion losses.

19

Topsoil stockpiles must be protected against wind, erosion and seeds, i.e. by use of shade cloth/netting.
Topsoil stockpiles should not exceed 2 meters in height and all exposed earth should be rehabilitated
promptly with suitable vegetation to stabilize soil. In addition, sloped areas must be temporarily stabilized
during construction using geotextiles.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

20

The storm water management system must be implemented during construction. In addition, hydrology
management measures detailed in the existing EMPr for KSIA, as per the Record of Decision requirements
must be implemented.

DTI

Partial Compliance

1

DTI/ACSA

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

21

22

23

The applicant must ensure that the King Shaka Airport Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) is
implemented in accordance with the KSIA’s Record of Decision and priority pollutants that impacts on
human health must also be monitored.
All aspects and mitigation measures identified in the Environmental Management Programme must be
strictly adhered to.

The construction and operation of the stands and taxiway must be consistent with the requirements of the
King Shaka International Record of Decision (RoD) with respect to the management and implementation of
Conservation Area.

24

An integrated waste management approach must be implemented that is based on waste minimisation
and must incorporate reduction, recycling and re-use and disposal where appropriate. Any solid waste
shall be disposed of at a landfill licensed in terms of section 20 (b) of the National Environmental
Management Waste Act, 2008 (Act 59 of 2008).

25

A copy of the environmental authorisation, the audit and compliance monitoring reports, and the
approved EMPr, must be made available for inspection and copying-

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Topsoil stockpiles are being temporarily stored in authorised areas on site for
use during the rehabilitation phase. The height does not exceed 2m and the
shape and profile is being maintained. Installation of shade netting on topsoil
stockpiles has been completed.

Continue to use alien clearing contractor every 4-6 months to ensure
maintenance of alien vegetation. The vegetation must be monitored and
managed by DTI EO accordingly to avoid erosion losses. It is also
recommended that the topsoil stockpiles be clearly demarcated as “No Go”
zones. Employee awareness programmes are to be carried out to reduce the
risk of stockpile “robbery” or contamination. It must be ensured that the
stockpiled soil is only used for its intended purpose.

Stormwater management system is in place however ponding of water and
sediment build up around stormwater infrastructure was observed in the
construction site and within the site camp. The contractor has undertaken
implement corrective action where necessary.

Monitor for erosion and pooling of water and rehabilitate if necessary.
Standing rain water should re-routed into any naturally occurring drainage
lines. The storm water drains should be regularly inspected for sedimentation
and corrective action taken if required

ACSA environmental department ensures that the AQMP is implemented in
accordance with the KSIA’s Record of Decision. Monitoring done at areas
closest to the construction activities to date indicate that dust levels are
below the thresholds.
General management measures are being implemented on site.

Even though no complaints have been lodged and dust levels are below the
legislated threshold, it is recommended that more rigorous water spraying
regime is employed in addition to other dust suppression techniques.

The current activities are consistent with the requirements of the KSIA RoD
with respect to the management and implementation of Conservation Area.

None

Keep abreast of changing conditions and update EMPR if necessary. Ensure all
measures highlighted in the CEMP are implemented, especially those
associated with the conditions set out in the EA.

Materials such as cans, paper, plastic, tetra pak, glass are being separated for Ensure disposal certificates for all waste types are obtained
recycling . Interwaste is disposing general waste at a registered landfill site
and issuing safe disposal certificates/receipts. Collection receipts for recycling
has been made available by Interwaste as well. Hazardous waste is being
removed from site by Interwaste however disposal certificates are only made
available to DTI when Interwaste accumulates a certain amount of hazardous
waste for disposal to the DCLM facility in KwaDukuza .

EARTHWORKS
DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

ACSA

Full Compliance

2

- At the site of the authorised activity;
26

- To anyone on request; and
27

- Where the holder of the environmental authorisation has a website, on such publicly accessible website.
28

A copy of the EA and approved EMPr is available. Records and correct
document control is in place. The first 16 Audit Reports have been filed and
made available on site
A copy of the EA and approved EMPr is available. Records and correct
document control is in place. The first 16 Audit Reports have been filed and
made available on site

none

none

A copy of the EA and approved EMPr is available. Records and correct
none
document control is in place. The first 16 Audit Reports have been filed and
made available on site
Please use the following link for confirmation that the ROD for Bravo Taxiway Monthly audit reports to be shared on monthly basis
has been uploaded onto the ACSA website:
http://www.airports.co.za/about-us/making-a-difference/the-environment

DOCUMENTATION/MANAGEMENT
Control documentation on file up to date versions
29

30

31

32

Proof of daily site inspections conducted by Contractor Environmental Officer, weekly site inspections,
audits, etc.
Records (e.g. waste disposal, septic tanks, chemical toilet slips, incident reports, corrective action register,
etc.) on file

All documentation signed off correctly

A well established environmental document system is in place with various
None
files that have been established to manage the different environmental media
on site

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

This has been done consistently and sent to the ECO as and when the EO
completes the checklists

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Records such as waste removal invoices, incident reports, cleaning register for Any and all incidences should be recorded
toilets, corrective action register and training records are in place and readily
available.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

All documentation has been signed of either by ACSA or TEC

None

None

SITE ESTABLISHMENT AND DEMARCATION
33

34
35

Site configuration corresponds with approved plan
Site fencing and demarcation facilities remain intact
Sewage and effluent infrastructure intact

The site configuration corresponds with the approved plan

None

All site fencing and demarcation facilities were noted to be intact

None

2

All sewage and effluent infrastructure were noted to be intact

None
None

2

Most work areas were noted as well demarcated and safeguarded. Concrete
curbs and ranch fencing were installed perimeter of the entire construction
area as per directive by CAA.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

Work areas properly demarcated and safeguarded
DTI/EO

36

Full Compliance

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Is there an integrated waste management system in place whereby aspects such as waste separation,
waste reduction, re-use and recycling as well as disposal is incorporated.

DTI

37

Full Compliance

2

Waste stored in separate labelled containers

38

39

40

Waste equipment still in good condition
Waste properly disposed & records available. All rubbish and rubble removed to a recognized waste
facility.

DTI

Partial Compliance

1

There are trolley type bins which are labelled allowing for separation of waste Remove Polystyrene from site for recycling as a matter of urgency, i.e. by
e.g., plastic, glass and paper . A waste skip is available for general waste and a 06/03/2020
labelled drum dedicated for hazardous waste is also available. Polystyrene
which was used a mould for construction of aco drains is being stored in
plastic bags as waste for recycling at a site in Cato Manor. There is a large
amount of Polystyrene bags which is being stored by dti for over 60 days,
which can create adverse environmental impacts.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

There are trolley type bins labelled for separate waste e.g., plastic, glass and
paper

Use bin liners to assist with odours and handling of waste for recycling
None

2

Interwaste has been appointed as waste management service provider to
ensure waste is properly disposed at registered waste disposal facilities and
correct records are made available. Soil spoil is being taken to Rockwell.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

Certificates of disposal must be obtained for any waste that is disposed of.

DTI/EO

41

Materials such as cans, paper, plastic, tetra pak, glass are being separated for None
recycling . Interwaste is disposing general waste at a registered landfill site
and issuing safe disposal certificates/receipts. Collection receipts for recycling
has been made available by Interwaste as well. Hazardous waste is being
removed from site by Interwaste however disposal certificates are only made
available to DTI when Interwaste accumulates a certain amount of hazardous
waste for disposal to the DCLM facility in KwaDukuza.

Full Compliance

2

Interwaste has been appointed as the waste management service provider to Ensure disposal certificates for all waste types are obtained
ensure waste is properly disposed at registered waste disposal facilities and
correct records are made available. Hazardous waste has been removed from
site by Interwaste and disposal certificates are made available to DTI when
Interwaste accumulates a certain amount of hazardous waste for disposal to
the DCLM facility in KwaDukuza. . Recyclable waste and general waste has
also been collected and disposal certificates provided by Interwaste.

HANDLING OF OILS, FUELS AND GREASES
42
43

Oils, fuels and greases inventory list in place
Properly stored, inventory kept and relevant MSDS available
Spill response material equipment on site and in order

44

DTI/EO
DTI/EO

Full Compliance
Full Compliance

2
2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Partial Compliance

1

Spills recorded, reported and properly cleaned
45

Spills are recorded, reported and properly cleaned.

Conducted by dedicated staff in dedicated areas
46

Areas properly protected from contamination
47

DTI

Partial Compliance

1

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Spill response equipment on site and properly used
48

Hazardous chemical register is in place
Update inventory list as construction progresses
MSDS were available and provided for verification
None
Spill kits are available on site. All employees have been trained on how the kit Replace spill kits as and when required.
is to be used
Ensure all spills are cleaned up immediately

Fuels are well placed and correctly protected and used by trained staff most Ensure safe disposal of used oil spill kit material which is considered
of the time. However it has come to light that petrol is purchased and brought hazardous waste.
to site for fuelling plant equipment and correct procedure were not followed
in terms of storage.
Drip trays were found to be correctly positioned in most cases. The diesel fuel
storage area is bunded. DTI is currently undertaking asphalt works on apron
and taxiway. Diesel is being used to grease the paver on a daily basis. This
however is not being conducted by in a dedicated area and protected from
contamination. The activity commenced without the EO or ECO being
informed to advise on risks
There are oil spill kits available on site and all staff have been trained in the
used of the spill kits

Ensure diesel spraying on paver on a daily basis is carefully undertaken to
avoid spillage and contamination.

Ensure safe disposal of used oil spill kit material which is considered
hazardous waste.

Spills reported, recorded and properly cleaned
49

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

DTI

Full Compliance

Spills are recorded, reported and properly cleaned.

Ensure all spills are cleaned up immediately

2

The construction works have been determined to be within the development
footprint and designated buffer area

None

ACSA Airside Safety Rules are being implemented. The public cannot gain
Ensure staff are correctly trained and vigilant on airside
access to the air side or construction area as there are strict security protocols
in place. Tape is not allowed however some of the excavations areas have
been pegged and signs indicating danger have been erected. The health and
safety audit also ensure that public and employee safety is prioritised.

2

EARTHWORKS
50

The extent of construction works must be limited to the development footprint and the designated buffer
area.
Place signs and/or danger tape around exposed excavations to warn the public of the inherent dangers.
This is with particular reference to excavations exceeding 1-1.5m in depth.

51

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Excavated material to be placed in a designated place outside of the construction area
52

Topsoil is being stored in approved areas. Other excavated material is being
stockpiled to use as fill and spoil material is being taken off site to Rockwell

None

All ablution facilities were found to be intact. Those around the office area
were connected to the KSIA sewer line. Ablution facilities have been
constructed for construction workers

None

No sewage spillages have occurred

None

SEWAGE & SANITATION
Ablution facilities are intact
53

54

No sewage spillages have occurred

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Facilities are regularly serviced
55

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Document proof of servicing and/or disposal available
56

Ablution facilities for office and technical staff were found to be in a clean and None
hygienic state. Ablution facilities have been constructed for construction
workers and cleaned daily

Ablution facilities have been constructed for construction workers. Cleaner
keeps records of when toilets are cleaned

None

All dust suppression equipment is in working condition and are readily
available

Undertake hourly monitoring of weather conditions and adjust dust
suppression techniques accordingly, i.e.. if on a particular day dust is becomes
an issue in particular areas of the site, redeploy the water spraying trucks to
those areas to do more frequent spraying during the course of the day. Avoid
driving in areas where the is loose soil. Compact areas where there is loose
soil.

Vehicle speed limit signs were in place and found to be adhered to

None

Water used for dust suppression is taken from an approved source (i.e. the
ACSA fire and rescue department) and will be billed according for use

None

Dust incidents have been recorded and captured correctly. Corrective actions
have been implemented when complaints have been received in the past.
There has been no complaints received for more than a year. Priority
pollutants that impacts on human health is monitored on a quarterly basis.
Monitoring done at areas closest to the construction site to date indicate that
dust levels are below the thresholds.

Undertake hourly monitoring of weather conditions and adjust dust
suppression techniques accordingly, i.e.. if on a particular day dust is becomes
an issue in particular areas of the site, redeploy the water spraying trucks to
those areas to do more frequent spraying during the course of the day

DUST MANAGEMENT
Dust suppression equipment in working condition and readily available

57

58

Vehicle speed limits on unpaved roads of 40km/h adhered to

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Water used for dust suppression taken from approved sources on site
59

Dust incidents reported, recorded and corrective action implemented

DTI/EO

60

Full Compliance

2

STORMWATER AND DEWATERING MANAGEMENT
Temporary drainage infrastructure and equipment intact
61

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Partial Compliance

1

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Regular checks and maintenance conducted on drainage infrastructure
62

Stagnant water cleared where necessary
63

Incidents of stormwater contamination reported, recorded and corrective action implemented.
64

All temporary drainage infrastructure was found to be intact .

Given the excessive pooling of water after high rainfall events, regular checks
and maintenance must be conducted on drainage infrastructure

According to DTI and BMK, regular checks and maintenance is done

Given the excessive pooling of water after high rainfall events, regular checks
and maintenance must be conducted on drainage infrastructure

Ponding of water was observed in excavated areas of the construction site.
Monitor for erosion and pooling of water and rehabilitate if necessary.
The contractor has being pumping water out of these areas where necessary. Standing rain water should re-routed into any naturally occurring drainage
lines.
No incidents of stormwater contamination have occurred to date

GROUNDWATER ISSUES

Incidents of stormwater contamination must be reported, recorded and
corrective action implemented.

Protective infrastructure and equipment intact
65

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Protective equipment (drip trays, spill absorbents, etc.) available on site
66

Protective equipment correctly used
67

Accidental spills reported, recorded and immediately cleaned – contaminated soil properly disposed
68

All protective infrastructure and equipment was intact. Fuel storage area is
None
bunded. Flammable and hazardous material are stored in caged, bunded area
which is locked
Drip trays were being used effectively and where this is not occurred the Dti
None
EO has issued NC notices. An adequate number of spill kits re available on
site.
Drip trays are being used and where this is not occurred the DTI EO has issued None
NC notices. Induction training and subsequent toolbox talks covered the
correct use of protective equipment
Spill are properly cleaned and contaminated soil has been removed by the
waste management service provider for correct disposal.

Obtain safe disposal certificates for used oil spill kit material which is
considered hazardous waste.

NOISE MANAGEMENT
69
70
71
72

Noise generating equipment list updated and available on site
Noise generating equipment/plant in good working order
Noise incidents reported, recorded and addressed
Emergency Response Plan (ERP)

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

A comprehensive list of noise generating equipment has been made available None
and is updated regularly by the DTI EO
All plant and equipment were found to be in good working order

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

None

No noise incidents were reported and the template to record such incidents is None
in place
An emergency response plan is available and recently updated.
None

FIRE PREVENTION
73
74
75
76

Fire prevention equipment in good working condition – regularly serviced – fire breaks intact
Fires made in specially constructed facilities/equipment
Fire emergency contact numbers available on site
Fire incidents reported, documented and addressed

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI
DTI

Full Compliance
Full Compliance

2
2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Fire prevention equipment was readily available, correctly indicated by
signage and found to still be within their serviceable intervals
No fires were being made as fires are not allowed
Emergency contact numbers available on site for fires
No fire incidents to date. The incidents report template and register is in place

None
None
None
None

SUPPLY OF WATER FOR HUMAN USE
77

Water taken from approved points on site

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Water adequately supplied to working areas
78

79

80

Water use monitored
Contamination of water reported, recorded & addressed

Water is being taken from ACSA and usage is monitored and is billed
None
accordingly
The EMPR has been updated to include the following: Water is to be provided Ensure constant supply to workers on the construction site
for all workers, water can be taken from Fire & Rescue for all staff that is
working on site, water is to be supplied by foreman to workers when
necessary and truck drivers are to utilize taps within the site camp for water
Water is being taken from ACSA and usage is monitored and is billed
accordingly
No contamination of water has occurred. The incident report template and
register is in place

None
None

PROTECTION OF HERITAGE RESOURCES
81
82
83

Procedure to report finds followed
Works ceased and area isolated/secured
Relevant parties informed of finds
Staff educated on issue

84

DTI/EO
DTI/EO
DTI/EO

Full Compliance
Full Compliance
Full Compliance

2
2
2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

No finds to date. Procedure to be followed is documented
No finds to date. Procedure to be followed is documented
No finds to date. Procedure to be followed is documented
No finds to date. Procedure to be followed is documented, All staff have been
trained such as site supervisors and foreman and all construction staff

None
None
None
None

REHABILITATION
85

Rehabilitation method statement provided for rehabilitation work

DTI/EO

Not Applicable

0

DTI/EO

Not Applicable

0

No rehabilitation is occurring concurrently with construction, this will be
None
undertaken once construction is complete
No rehabilitation is occurring concurrently with construction, this will be
None
undertaken once construction is complete. The method statement is available

DTI/EO

Not Applicable

0

No rehabilitation is occurring concurrently with construction, this will be
undertaken once construction is complete

None

Not Applicable

0

No rehabilitation is occurring concurrently with construction, this will be
undertaken once construction is complete. No encroachment onto sensitive
areas have occurred. The incidents report template and register in is place

None

DTI/EO

Rehabilitation conducted in accordance with method statement
86

87

Rehabilitated areas monitored (while contractor is on site)
Encroachment of construction activities onto rehabilitated/ sensitive areas reported and recorded

88

SOCIAL AND LABOUR ISSUES & COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER LEGISLATION

Contractor identified additional related legislation
89

DTI/ECO/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Relevant sections of legislation communicated to staff
90

Additional legislation has been reviewed and included in the monitoring and
audit reports by TEC. In additional the DTI EO is well versed in understanding
and implementing applicable environmental regulations

None

Relevant sections of the legislation are available, environmental induction
training has been rolled out to all on site staff which covered key legislation.

None

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS TRAINING
91

All staff have received induction training

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

All staff received induction/awareness training. Induction training is
Do refresher training every few months over the 18 month construction
provided whenever new construction personnel commence with work on site, period
Records of environmental topics during toolbox talks are provided provide to
the ECO on a weekly basis.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Staff have received general training and specific environmental
induction/awareness training

Specific follow-up training (e.g. after oil spills) provided – proof supplied by Contractor
93

94

Staff have good general understanding of Specifications

Do refresher training every few months over the 18 month construction
period
Do refresher training every few months over the 18 month construction
period

Full Compliance

Records of training kept – up to date
92

Staff have received general training and specific environmental
induction/awareness training
Staff have received general training and specific environmental
induction/awareness training . Toolbox talks are provided on a weekly basis.

DTI/EO

Do refresher training every few months over the 18 month construction
period

ADDITIONAL PROJECT-SPECIFIC AREAS
95

Designate areas for personnel to eat during breaks within the site boundary.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Designated areas for eating during breaks is provided and maintained in a
neat and tidy manner

None

Full Compliance

2

East End Civils and Pelatona are the sub-contractors on site. The EO
confirmed that they were included in all training. Copies of CEMP have been
provided to subcontractors.

None

DTI
DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Copies of the EA and CEMP were filed and available
Approved spill response method statements were in place and provided on
request

None
None

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

All complaints have been recorded in the available template and has been
listed on the complaints register

None

An audit action plan is available

None

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Is the CEMP made an integral part of the contract with subcontractors?
96

97
98

99

Copies of RoD and CEMP on file.
Approved Spill Response Method Statement in place.
Complaints register being maintained by EO.
Is there an audit findings register on file and is it up to date.
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NATIONAL NORMS AND STANDARDS FOR THE STORAGE OF WASTE 2013
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

101

102

103

104
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Regulation 5: Registration
(1) A new waste storage facility must be registered with the competent authority
(2) The applicant must provide at least the following information to be registered:
(a) demarcation of the area where the storage facility will be located, (b) Name of the storage facility,
(c) Name of the waste storage facility owner, (d) types of waste to be stored at the facility, (e) size of the
storage facility, (f) sources of waste to be stored at the facility
(g) timeframes for the storage of waste, (h) geographical co-ordinates of the waste storage facility
Regulation 6: Location
(1) In locating the waste storage facility consideration must be given to public health and environmental
protection. The location of the waste storage facility must also take into consideration the requirements in
respect of existing servitudes.
(4) A waste storage facility must be located in such a manner that it can provide optimum handling and
transportation of waste material.
(6) A waste storage facility must be located in areas accessible by emergency response personnel and
equipment.
Regulation 7: Construction and Design
(1) Construction and development of the facility must be carried out under the supervision of a registered
professional engineer and must be in accordance with the approved civil engineering designs. The plan
must only be amended and approved by a registered professional engineer.
Regulation 8: Access Control and Notices
(1) A facility must have effective access control to prevent unauthorised entry.
Regulation 9: Operation
(1) A facility must be free from odour or emissions at levels likely to cause annoyance.
(2) A facility must be operated within its design capacity and must not be overfilled.

ACSA/DTI/EO

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

Full Compliance

The facility is located within the construction area. It is accessible by
emergency response personnel and equipment and is located such that it
offers optimum handling and transportation of the topsoil

None

The BMK Resident Engineer has provided this

None

Access control has been provided, as per the stringent requirements of ACSA

None

No odour or emissions were observed.
The facility was observed to be operating within its registered design
capacity.

None

2

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Full Compliance

None

2

BMK/DTI

DTI/EO

Registration of the topsoil waste facility occurred within the specified
timeframes in terms of the Norms and Standards. WSR certificates (2 off)
were provided for verification. The registration is in the name of ACSA

2
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108

109

110

111

Regulation 13: Training
(1) Training must be provided continuously to all employees working with waste and to all contract
workers that might be exposed to the waste.
(2) The training programme must amongst others include the following:
(a) Precautionary measures that need to be taken (b) Procedures that employees must apply to their
particular type of work (c) Procedures for dealing with spillages and accidents
(d) Appropriate use of protective clothing (e) The risks of the hazardous substances to their health which
they are likely to be exposed to.
Regulation 14: Emergency Preparedness Plan
(1) Waste can be hazardous or dangerous to the environment if not handled properly or if stored
inappropriately. To minimise environmental impacts, a waste storage facility must have an emergency
preparedness plan including the following:
(a) Hazard identification (b) Prevent measures (c) Emergency planning (d) Emergency response
(e) Remedial actions
(2) Immediate action must be taken to contain spillage and prevent it from entering storm water drains or
environment.
Regulation 16: Auditing
Internal audits
(1) Internal audits must be conducted bi-annually and on each audit occasion an official report must be
compiled by the relevant auditor to report the findings of the audits, which must be made available to the
external auditor.
External audits
(2) An independent external auditor must be appointed to audit the storage facility biennially and the
auditor must compile an audit report documenting the findings of the audit, which must be submitted to
the relevant authority.
Regulation 17: Relevant Authority audits and inspections
(1) The relevant authority responsible for waste management reserves the right to audit and/or inspect
the facility without prior notification at any time.
(2) Any records or documentation pertaining to management of the facility must be available to the
relevant authority upon request, as well as any other information which may be required.
Regulation 18: Reporting
(1) An emergency incident must be reported in accordance with section 30 of NEMA
(2) An action plan which includes a detailed time schedule and resource allocation to address any incident
must be signed off by senior management of the organisation.
(3) Complaints register and incident report must be made available to the relevant authority.
Regulation 19: Records
(1) Each facility must be able to provide documentation verifying the following:
(a) Number of waste containers or tanks within the facility, (b) Date of collections,
collector or collectors and proposed final point of treatment, recycling or disposal.

(c) Authorised

DTI/EO

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

Full Compliance

2

A emergency response plan is available

None

The waste storage facility has been noted as a temporary facility during
construction and will be de-registered prior to any specific waste storage
facility audits being required

None

The facility has not been audited by any relevant authority, documentation is
being maintained

None

None

None

2

ACSA

Not Applicable

0

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

No emergency incidents have occurred. The EO is aware of the specific
requirements with regards to the reporting requirements of section 30 of
NEMA.

DTI/EO

Not Applicable

0

The waste storage facility has been noted as a temporary facility during
construction and will be de-registered following construction. It should also
be noted that the registration in place is for topsoil stockpiles

Inspection by Fire Chief for fire clearance certificate

DTI/EO

112

All staff attended specific environmental induction/awareness training. As
None
new staff and sub contractors commence with work induction training is also
provided. Records environmental topics during toolbox talks were provided.
Training has been rolled out on protection of Topsoil Stockpiles

Full Compliance

2

The ACSA assistant fire chief has inspected the site has no significant
None
objections to the site establishment on the western end of the airport. The
Fire Chief Stanley Msibi and the and assistant fire chief indicated that they do
not issue any type of certificate and that a printed copy of the findings via
email will have to suffice. It is for this reason that this aspect is now being
changed to FC

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT 1993
APPLICABLE SECTIONS
113

114

115

116

117

Section 7(3)
An employer shall prominently display a copy of the health and safety policy
Section 8
An employer has a duty to provide such information, instructions, training and supervision as may be
necessary to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety at work of his employees.
Section 8
An employer must take all steps that are reasonably practicable to eliminate or mitigate any hazard or
potential hazard to the safety or health of employees, before resorting to personal protective equipment.
Section 8(1)
Every employer shall provide and maintain, as far as is reasonably practicable, a working environment that
is safe and without risk to the health of his employees.
Section 17
Appoint a health and safety representative

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

FACILITIES REGULATIONS 1990
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

The health and safety policy is displayed prominently for all employees to
view.

None

Staff have received general training and specific H&S training. Monthly H&S
Audits are conducted by an independent party

Ensure specific training is provided during toolbox talks following any
incidents

Hazard prevention in terms of H&S is evident, e.g. 24 hour security, access
control, a ERP is in place, daily toolbox talks including hazard identification
and prevention, first aid training and fire fighting training. Also as an
additional precautionary measure, employees are provided with PPE

None

The working environment was observed to be safe and without risk to the
health of employees.

None

A health and safety representative is appointed

None
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119

120

Regulation 2 and 7
An employer must supply adequate sanitation facilities to employees. Every employer must make available
an adequate supply of drinking water for his employees at their workplace
Regulations 3 and 4
An employer must provide every employee in his service, excluding office workers, with a personal facility
for safekeeping in which clothes and other personal items of the employee can be kept safely and in good
condition.
Regulation 9
Every employer must maintain all rooms and facilities in a clean, hygienic, safe, whole and leak-free
condition, and in a good state of repair.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

The site has a connection to ACSA's water supply. Toilets connected to the
municipal sewer in the offices area

None

Rest areas are used for storage of clothes and other personal items. Locker
rooms and ablution and shower facilities have been constructed

None

Technical staff rooms and facilities were observed to be clean, hygienic, safe
and in a good state of repair. All porter loos have been removed from site
and ablution facilities have been constructed for construction workers

None

GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATIONS 1986
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS
Regulation 2
An employer must take steps to reduce the risk as much as is practicable, and must provide free of charge
and maintain in a good and clean condition such safety equipment and facilities as may be necessary to
ensure that any person exposed to any hazards or where machinery is used is rendered safe.

All employees were given PPE and signed in receipt thereof.

Regular inspections of PPE for damage should be implemented and
replacements issued as required. Keep records of when replacement PPE is
issued as verification of inspections and subsequent corrective actions

Safety signs and notices were observed throughout

None

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Regulation 2B
Warning notice or signs must be displayed by an employer or by a user at a workplace. The employer or
user may, in lieu thereof, display a corresponding symbolic sign for this purpose.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

Regulation 3
An employer must take all reasonable steps that are necessary under the circumstances, to ensure that
persons at work receive prompt first aid treatment in case of injury or emergency.

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

First aid boxes are easily accessible and signage showing its position is clearly None
visible.

Regulation 3
The employer must affix a prominent notice or sign in a conspicuous place at a workplace, indicating
where the first aid box or boxes are kept

DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

First aid boxes were easily accessible and signage showing its position was
clearly visible

None

124

Regulation 6
No employer shall require or permit any person to work in an elevated position, and no person shall work
in an elevated position, unless such work is performed safely from a ladder or scaffolding, or from a
position where such person has been made as safe as if he were working from scaffolding.

Work that is performed from heights relate to deep excavations. A method
statement for working at heights and excavations was available

None
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DTI/EO

Full Compliance

2

121

122

123

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACT (NEMA) 1998
APPLICABLE SECTIONS

126

127

128

129

Section 24F
An Environmental Authorisation (EA) must be obtained for certain activities that are considered likely to
have detrimental impacts on the environment prior to their commencement. The Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations ("EIA Regulations") contain lists of these activities, as well as the procedures to be
followed to obtain EA.
Section 28
Every person who causes, has caused or may cause significant pollution or degradation of the
environment must take reasonable measures to prevent such pollution or degradation from occurring,
continuing or recurring.
.
Duty of care and remediation of environmental damage
28. (1) Every person who causes, has caused or may cause significant pollution or degradation of the
environment must take reasonable measures to prevent such pollution or degradation from occurring,
continuing or recurring, or, in so far as such harm to the environment is authorised by law or cannot
reasonably be avoided or stopped, to minimise and rectify such pollution or degradation of the
environment.
(2) Without limiting the generality of the duty in subsection (1), the persons on whom subsection (1)
imposes an obligation to take reasonable measures. include an owner of land or premises, a person in
control of land or premises or a person who has a right to use the land or premises on which or in which—
(a) any activity or process is or was performed or undertaken; or
(b) any other situation exists, which causes or has caused or is likely to cause significant pollution or
degradation of the environment.

The environmental authorisation (DEA REF: 14/12/16/3/3/1/1841) is in place None
ACSA

Full Compliance

2

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

2

It was evident during the audit process that adequate precautions are in place None
to avoid environmental degradation by complying with environmental laws

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

Full Compliance

No significant pollution or degradation of the environment has been caused.

None

No significant pollution or degradation of the environment has been caused.

None

2

2

130

(3) The measures required in terns of subsection (1) may include measures to
(a) investigate, assess and evaluate the impact on the environment:
(b) inform and educate employees about the environmental risks of their work and the manner in which
their tasks must be performed in order to avoid causing significant pollution or degradation of the
environment
(c) cease, modify or control any act, activity or process causing the pollution or degradation;
(d) contain or prevent the movement of pollutants or the causing of degradation:
(e) eliminate any source of the pollution or degradation: or
(f) remedy the effects of the pollution or degradation.

131

(4) The Director-General or a provincial head of department may, after consultation with any other organ
of state concerned and after having given adequate opportunity to affected persons to inform him or her
of their relevant interests. Direct any person who fails to take the measures required under subsection (1)
to
(a) investigate, evaluate and assess the impact of specific activities and report thereon:
(b) commence taking specific reasonable measures before a given date;
(c) diligently continue with those measures; and
(d) complete them before a specified reasonable date.

132

133

Section 30 and Section 30A
Any sudden and uncontrolled release of hazardous substances including fires that has or may cause harm
to the environment, human life or property must be reported to the Director General, provincial head or
municipality
Section 31P
Any permit, licence, permission, certificate, authorisation or any other document has been issued in terms
of NEMA or a specific environmental management act, must be produced on request of the Environmental
Management Inspector ("EMIs").

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

No significant pollution or degradation of the environment has been caused.

None

No significant pollution or degradation of the environment has been caused.

None

No significant pollution or degradation of the environment has been caused.

None

All documentation is available on request

None

2

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

2

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

2

ACSA/DTI/EO/ECO

Full Compliance

2

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: WASTE ACT (NEMWA) 2008
APPLICABLE SECTIONS

134

Section 19 and Section 20 and section 45
The Minister may by notice in the Gazette publish a list of waste management activities that have, or are
likely to have, a detrimental effect on the environment. No person may commence, undertake or conduct
a waste management activity, except in accordance with
(a) the requirements or standards determined in terms of section 19(3) for that activity; or
(b) a waste management licence issued in respect of that activity, if a licence is required. A person who
requires a waste management licence must apply for the licence by lodging an application with the
licensing authority.

ACSA/DTI

Full Compliance

2

The facility does not require a WML to operate. Registration of the topsoil
None
waste facility occurred within the specified timeframes in terms of the Norms
and Standards. WSR certificates (2 off) were provided for verification. The
registration is in the name of ACSA

List of activities that have or are likely to have a detrimental effect on the environment
Relevant Regulations
135

136

Regulation 3
Category A or B listed activities.
Regulation 6
A person must comply with the Norms and Standards for Storage of Waste where it stores general waste
at a facility that has the capacity to store in excess of 100 cubic meters of general waste at any one time,
excluding the storage of waste in lagoons or temporary storage of such waste.

ACSA

Full Compliance

2

ACSA

Full Compliance

2

No listed activities were triggered. The site does not require a WML to
operate. Registration of the topsoil waste facility was completed

None

The facility does not require a WML to operate. Registration of the topsoil
None
waste facility occurred within the specified timeframes in terms of the Norms
and Standards. WSR certificates (2 off) were provided for verification. The
registration is in the name of ACSA

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS FOR WORKPLACES 1987
APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

137

138

139

Regulation 2
An employer must not require or permit an employee to work in an environment in which the timeweighted average dry-bulb temperature, taken over a period of four hours is less than 6 ºC, unless the
employer takes reasonable measures to protect such employee against cold and further takes all
precautions necessary for the safety of such employee: Provided that, where outdoor work is performed,
the employer shall take such measures and such precautions in an environment in which the actual drybulb temperature is less than 6 ºC at any time. Where workers are expected to work in environments of
extreme heat the correct PPE and measures must be taken to ensure the safety of the employee.
Regulation 3
Every employer shall cause every workplace in his undertaking to be lit in accordance with the illuminance
values specified in the regulations.
Regulation 5
An employer must ensure that every workplace in his undertaking is ventilated either by natural or
mechanical means

DTI

Not Applicable

0

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

No extreme weather is envisaged, work is stopped during rain

None

Adequate lighting is provided in office areas. Natural light is sufficient in the
outdoor storage area. Adequate lighting is provided for night shift activities

None

It was observed that the offices have adequate ventilation in place. This was
noted in the form of windows, doors and air conditioning. Furthermore on
site activities are outdoors

None
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Regulation 6
An employer must - with the exclusion of workplaces where building work is performed, make at least
2,25 square metres of effective open floor area available for every employee working in an indoor
workplace; make available and maintain an unimpeded workspace for every employee; keep every indoor
workplace clean, orderly and free of materials, tools and similar things which are not necessary for the
work done in such workplace; keep all floors, walkways, stairs, passages and gangways in a good state of
repair, skid-free and free of obstructions, waste or materials; keep the roof and walls of every indoor
workplace sound and leak-free;

141

Regulation 9
In order to expedite the evacuation of a workplace in case of fire, every employer shall ensure that - any
emergency escape door from any room or passage or at a staircase shall, as
far as is practicable, be hung so as to open outwards; every door of a room in which persons may be
present, and every door of a passage or at a staircase serving as a means of exit from such room, shall be
kept clear and capable of being easily and rapidly opened from inside so as to ensure quick and easy
evacuation; Having regard to the size, construction and location of the workplace, and the amount and
type of flammable articles used, handled or stored on the premises, an employer shall provide on the
premises an adequate supply of suitable fire-fighting equipment at strategic locations or as may be
recommended by the fire chief of the local authority concerned, and such equipment shall be maintained
in good working order.

The buildings were deemed to be in a state of good repair. No obstructions or None
hazards were noted.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Fire prevention equipment was readily available, correctly indicated by
None
signage and found to still be within their serviceable intervals, no obstructions
for escape were observed, the fire chief has inspected the site

DTI

Full Compliance

2

CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA ACT NO. (106 of 1996)
APPLICABLE SECTIONS

142

Section 24
The Constitution is the supreme Law in South Africa. Chapter 2 of the Constitution contains the Bill of
Rights including section 24 which provides that:
"Everyone has the right- (a) to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and (b) to
have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, through reasonable
legislative and other measures that- (i) prevent pollution and ecological degradation; (ii) promote
conservation; and (iii) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while
promoting justifiable economic and social development."

The construction works are by and large being conducted in a manner which
is not harmful to any individuals health or well being.

DTI

Full Compliance

None

2

ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY BY-LAWS
APPLICABLE SECTIONS
143

144

145

Fire-fighting
Municipal By-Laws require adequate firefighting equipment to be in place in accordance with the
National Building Regulations and SABS 1475: Part 1, SABS 1571, SABS 1573 and SABS 0105: Part 1.
Fire-fighting
All fire-fighting equipment and service installations on the premises are installed in a manner and
condition ready for use in an emergency. All portable and mobile fire-extinguishers and all hose reels on
the premises are serviced and maintained in accordance with SABS 0105 and SABS 1475. All firefighting
equipment and service installations on the premises are maintained in a good working condition by a
competent person; inspected and serviced in accordance with manufacturer specifications; and are
inspected by an appropriately registered and competent person at least once every 12 months
Emergency Evacuation Plan
Some municipalities require that an Emergency Evacuation Plan be developed.

146

Pest control and health nuisances
An owner or occupier of premises creates a public health nuisance if the premises are maintained in a
manner that attracts or harbours rodents or other pests, or is conducive to the breeding thereof. A
nuisance is created if mosquitoes can breed in significant numbers on the premises because containers in
which mosquitoes can breed, such as tyres, bottles, crockery, and tins, have been left or are kept on the
premises.

147

Chapter 9
Recycling, Re-Use, Sorting and Reduction Of Waste
(1) No person may, except for their own domestic purposes– (a) recycle, re-use or recover waste; (b) sort
waste; or (c) operate as a scrap dealer or buy-back centre, without a permit issued by the Municipality .

148

(2) When applying for a permit from the Municipality, the applicant must–
(a) submit an environmental impact assessment or any similar assessment required by national or
provincial legislation, showing that the proposed recycling, re-use or reduction of the waste will be less
harmful to the environment than its disposal; (b) submit an integrated waste management plan; and (c)
comply with any other requirements set by the Municipality.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Fire prevention equipment was readily available, correctly indicated by
signage and found to still be within their serviceable intervals

None

Fire prevention equipment was readily available, correctly indicated by
signage and found to still be within their serviceable intervals

None

An emergency response plan is available. This plan includes an emergency
None
evacuation plan, despite the site being outdoors and mostly open. Emergency
assembly points have been clearly demarcated.
Currently there are no breeding of mosquitos. Waste facilities are available
ensuring rodents are not lured onto site.

DTI

Full Compliance

None

2

ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY WASTE REMOVAL BY-LAW 2016
Full Compliance

2

Full Compliance

2

No waste is being recycled, re-used, recovered or sorted on site, except for
None
the registered storage of the topsoil. Waste is being separated at source, i.e.
different bins are available for different types of waste which is collected by a
registered waste management service provider
ACSA has completed the necessary processes for registration of the topsoil
waste. No other permits are necessary

DTI

None

149

150
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(3) Any person who handles, transports, processes, treats or disposes of waste for recycling purposes must
provide the Municipality with a written report on their activities in a format and at such frequencies as
may be determined by the Municipality.
(4) The Municipality may exempt waste generators, handlers, transporters or agents from
the requirements of this Chapter in circumstances where the mass or volume of the waste generated is
below a threshold stipulated by the Municipality.
(5) The Municipality may determine−
(a) categories of waste which must be recycled;
(b) categories of waste generators which must engage in specified forms of recycling; and
(c) standards and other rules applicable to recycling.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

No specific requirements are imposed by the municipality. The amount of
spoil material leaving site should be correctly recorded and kept on file.
Collection of general waste by an approved supplier must also be recorded

None

The site has not been made exempt due to mass/volume below a stipulated
value

None

The municipality has not enforced any specific rules on the site

None

ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY WATER SUPPLY BY-LAW 2014

152

153

154

155

Chapter 12 Fire Installations
Unmetered supply of water for fire fighting purposes
(1) If the Municipality supplies water for fire fighting purposes to any premises through an unmetered
connection, the Municipality may – (a) by written notice advise the owner of its intention to install a
device at the cost of the owner in a manner and position specified by it to indicate if water has been used
in a fire installation; and (b) place a seal on the operating valve of every hydrant and hose reel in the fire
installation served by such connection.
(2) The provisions of section 19 of this By-law apply, with the necessary changes, to a device installed in
accordance with subsection (1).
(3) If the Municipality inspects a fire installation and finds that a seal referred to in subsection (1)(b) is
broken, or the device referred to in subsection (1)(a) indicates that water has been used in the fire
installation, the Municipality may – (a) estimate the quantity of water which in its opinion has been drawn
off from the installation since the previous inspection; and (b) render an account to the customer for the
– (i) quantity of water contemplated in paragraph (a); and (ii) prescribed charge for the replacement of
the seal.
(4) If the use of water for purposes other than fire fighting has occurred on any premises, the Municipality
may – (a) by written notice, require the customer on that premises within a specified period to cease using
water from his or her fire installation for purposes other than fire fighting; and (b) if a customer fails to
comply with a notice served in accordance with paragraph (a), install a meter in the communication pipe
serving the owner’s fire installation and charge the owner for the cost thereof.
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(5) If a customer uses water from his or her fire installation for purposes other than extinguishing or
prevention of a fire or for maintenance purposes, he or she must notify the Municipality within 3 (three)
working days of such action.

157

Duties of owners 7.(1) An owner of a premises must–– (a) manage and make provision for the control and
reduction of stormwater run-off from hardened areas; (b) control accumulated stormwater; and (c)
dispose of accumulated stormwater, from their premises to the stormwater system as specified in the
policy. (2) An owner is required at his or her own cost to maintain the effective functioning of the private
stormwater system, which may include undertaking the refurbishment of and reconstruction of the private
stormwater system, unless the Municipality has undertaken to accept responsibility for the duties either in
the form of a maintenance agreement or in terms of a condition of servitude. (3) Where the Municipality is
the holder of a servitude over an owner’s premises, the owner must allow an authorised official to access
the servitude area for purposes of inspection, maintenance, repair or installation of a stormwater sewer or
manhole within the servitude area.

DTI

Not Applicable

0

DTI

Not Applicable

0

DTI

Not Applicable

No municipality supply for fire fighting exists on the site.

None

No municipality supply for fire fighting exists on the site.

None

No municipality supply for fire fighting exists on the site.

None

No municipality supply for fire fighting exists on the site.

None

No municipality supply for fire fighting exists on the site.

None

0

DTI

Not Applicable

0

DTI

Not Applicable

0

ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY STORMWATER MANAGEMENT BY-LAW 2017

158

159

Entrance levels 8.(1) An existing entrance level of premises may be required to be modified to adhere to
the current requirements as prescribed by the policy. (2)The Municipality may notify the owner in writing
of the reasons for the necessity of 12 the modification of the entrance level design (3) The Municipality
reserves the right to exempt any premises from the application of subsection (1).
Pollution incidents 9.(1) Any person or owner must immediately report the occurrence of a pollution
incident to the Municipality. (2) A pollution incident is subject to the provisions of this By-law and any
other applicable legislation dealing with pollution.

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

DTI

Full Compliance

2

Total Findings

159

Regular checks and maintenance on temporary stormwater measures were
found to be prioritised and very well implemented

None

No modifications required or notifications received

None

No pollution incidents have occurred.

None

Comparison of Audit Findings
An overall compliance score of 100 % was achieved for the 16th Independent ECO Audit as of January 2020. A compliance
rating of 98% has been achieved during the February 2020 audit as depicted in Table 8 below.
A total of 144 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be fully compliant in the January 2020 audit, whereas
only a total of 139 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be fully compliant in the February 2020 audit.
Information on conditions found to be fully compliant are discussed in Section 5.3 below.
A total of 0 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be partially compliant during the January 2020 audit.
However, for the February 2020 audit, a total of 5 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be partially
compliant. These are further discussed in Section 5.4 below.
Like the January 2020 audit, 0 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be non-compliant during the
February 2020 audit.
Summary of Full Compliances
A total of 139 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be fully compliant. The following highlights areas
which are being well adhered to:
• Authorisations, Notifications and Permitting
Authorisation from the DEA was completed and conditions to be followed were confirmed and communicated. All
notifications with regards to I&APs, construction commencement and ECO details were provided timeously. Permitting,
in the form of a waste storage facility registration, as well as for the protected species removal and relocation was
completed timeously.
• Spill Management
Spills are recorded, reported and properly cleaned.
• ECO monitoring, auditing and reporting
ECO monitoring began prior to site establishment, which allowed for better communication with the EO. Audits have
started in October 2018 and the reports have been submitted to the relevant parties within the stipulated timeframes.
Most recommendations from the ECO have been complied with from the commencement of the activities on site.
• Demarcated Areas
Areas being cleared of vegetation, site camps, fuel areas, rest areas and conservation areas are being maintained and are
well demarcated. The site configuration is currently conforming to the approved layout plans. All site fencing was intact,
with security checkpoints functioning. The construction works are within development footprint and designated buffer
zones.
• Fire Prevention
Fire prevention equipment was readily available, correctly indicated by signage and found to still be within their
serviceable intervals. The Assistant Fire Chief has also undertaken a site visit and noted the following:
As ACSA Fire and Rescue we have no significant objections to the site establishment on the western end of the airport.
The housekeeping is of an impeccable condition and access/egress control is adequately managed. The Flammable liquids
are appropriately stored, and the site has been registered by the municipality to house the 14 000-litre diesel Tank. I will
visit the site from time to time to assist where I can and to ensure that any non-compliances are attended to (Clint
McKenzie, 06 February 2019)
•

Water Supply
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Water is being responsibly sourced and is available for human consumption. No contamination has occurred to date. The
DTI EO undertakes regular inspections to ensure no water loss occurs through leaking pipes and taps, etc.
• Facilities and Safety
Most conditions of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, Facilities Regulations, General Health and Safety Regulations
and Environmental Regulations for Workplaces were being complied with. H&S Representative appointments are made,
PPE issued and signed for, policies displayed, rest areas, ablutions, access to water provided for workers. First aid boxes
and trained personnel on site, several safety signs noted throughout the site. Adequate lighting and ventilation were
noted, and all buildings were in a good state of repair.
• NEMA and NEMWA
No significant pollution or degradation to the environment has been caused to date. An EA is in place. The storage of
topsoil has been registered as a waste facility. A WML was not necessitated. Precautions are being taken to comply with
environmental laws.
• Noise Management
A comprehensive list of noise generating equipment has been made available. No noise incidents were reported and the
template to record such incidents is in place. All plant and equipment were found to be in good working order
• Employee Facilities
Rest areas are available and are used for storage of clothes and other personal items. All rooms were observed to be
clean, hygienic, safe and in a good state of repair. An emergency response plan is available, and it is training on emergency
procedures has been rolled out.
• Documentation
The EO has made great strides in ensuring all documentation is in place. These include all method statements, inventory
list (for oils, fuels and greases), all MSDS’s, collection slips from waste service providers, various templates and registers,
comprehensive training material, Section 30 NEMA reporting templates.
• Sanitation
Ablution facilities for office and technical staff were found to be in a clean and hygienic state. All porter loos have been
removed from site and ablution facilities have been constructed for construction workers, there is now document proof
of servicing/cleaning of the toilets.
• Spill Response Equipment
Spill response equipment on site is being properly used.
• EMPR Implementation
General management measures are being implemented on site. The EMP has also been revised with minor changes (i.e.
covering trucks with tarps has been removed, and any reference to chemical toilets as there have all been removed from
site) and submitted to the DEA
• Dust Management
Dust incidents have been recorded and captured correctly. The contractor has been advised to monitor dust levels daily
and employ additional dust suppression if necessary

•

Stormwater Management
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Stormwater management system is in place. Some ponding of water was observed in excavated areas of the construction
site. The contractor is implementing corrective action. It is recommended that the contractor monitor for erosion and
pooling of water and rehabilitate if necessary.
Summary of Partial Compliances
A total of 5 out of a possible 159 specific conditions were found to be partially compliant. The following highlights areas
which were taken into consideration, but improvements are to be made to reach full compliance:
• Stormwater Management
Stormwater management system is in place however ponding of water and sediment build up around stormwater
infrastructure was observed in the construction site and within the site camp. The contractor has undertaken implement
corrective action where necessary. Standing water should re-routed into any naturally occurring drainage lines. The storm
water drains should be regularly inspected for sedimentation and corrective action taken if required
• Waste Management
Materials such as cans, paper, plastic, tetra pak, glass are now correctly being separated. Interwaste is disposing general
waste at registered landfill site and issuing disposal certificates. Recyclable material is being stored for removal by waste
removal contractor. Collection receipts for recycling has been made available. Hazardous waste has been removed from
site by Interwaste however disposal certificates are only made available to DTI when Interwaste accumulates a certain
amount of hazardous waste for disposal to the facility in Tongaat. But there is a large number of Polystyrene bags which
is being stored by DTI for over 60 days, which can create adverse environmental impacts. Remove Polystyrene from site
for recycling as a matter of urgency, i.e by 06/03/2020.
• Handling of Hydrocarbons
Fuels are well placed and correctly protected and used by trained staff most of the time. However, it has come to light
that petrol is purchased and brought to site for fuelling plant equipment and correct procedures were not followed in
terms of storage. Diesel is being used to grease the paver on a daily basis. This however is not being conducted by in a
dedicated area and protected from contamination. The activity commenced without the EO or ECO being informed to
advise on risks.
Summary of Results
An overall compliance score of 98% was achieved during the February 2020 Audit as depicted in Table 8 below.
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Score

Maximum
Score

Full
Compliance

Partial
Compliance

Not
Applicable

NonCompliance

Total Number of items audited

% Compliance

Table 8: Summary of Audit Results

98%

283

288

139

5

15

0

139

15

5
Full Compliance

Partial Compliance

Not Applicable

0
Non-Compliance

Figure 3: Graph illustrating audit results
An audit rating of 98% has been achieved and this demonstrates that that DTI and ACSA are committed to ensuring
compliance with environmental management requirements during construction. DTI have the necessary systems in place
to be environmentally aware and conscious on site and implementation is once again being approached with
commitment to protecting the environment as far as reasonably possible.
If ACSA and DTI wish to fulfil their commitment to achieving full compliance within the letter and spirit of the law as well
as their commitment to protecting and enhancing the environment for future generations by promoting sustainable
practices and acting responsibly, it is imperative that all responsible parties join forces to ensure that the one partial
compliance identified are corrected and closed out as soon as possible. This is inherently critical, as one of the key
objectives of undertaking audits is to track continuous improvement.
.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An overall compliance rating of 98% has been achieved for the February 2020 audit and TEC has found that DTI to be
mostly compliant with all of the audited items.
In terms of the Duty of Care Provision in S28(1) a project proponent must ensure that reasonable measures are taken
throughout the life cycle of a project to ensure that any pollution or degradation of the environment associated with the
project is avoided, stopped or minimised.
In terms of NEMA (1998), it is a legal duty of a project proponent to consider a project holistically, and to consider the
cumulative effect of a variety of impacts. In the effort of being compliant with legislation, DTI, BMK, ACSA and TEC have
stated their commitment to implementing sound environmental practices and protection of the environment in line with
Section 28 (Duty of Care) of NEMA (1998).

Recommendations
It is recommended that the DTI EO, take cognisance of the following recommendations so as to maintain good
environmental management during construction:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Remove Polystyrene from site for recycling as a matter of urgency, i.e by 06/03/2020
Monitor for erosion and pooling of water and rehabilitate if necessary. Standing rainwater should re-routed into
any naturally occurring drainage lines. The storm water drains should be regularly inspected for sedimentation
and corrective action taken if required
Keep abreast of changing conditions. Ensure all measures highlighted in the CEMP are implemented, especially
those associated with the conditions set out in the EA. DTI to adopt and approach whereby environmental
management is conducted with an ethos of integrity.
No vehicles are allowed to drive on topsoil stockpiles
Undertake hourly monitoring of weather conditions and adjust dust suppression techniques accordingly, i.e. if
on a particular day dust is becomes an issue in particular areas of the site, redeploy the water spraying trucks to
those areas to do more frequent spraying during the course of the day. Avoid driving in areas where the is loose
soil. Compact areas where there is loose soil.
Ensure all measures highlighted in the CEMP are implemented. The DTI EO should be conducting regular
monitoring (visual inspections/checks) to ensure all aspects and mitigation measures identified in the
Environmental Management Programme are strictly adhered to.
Continue with weekly and daily audits and file accordingly. It is recommended that these be sent to the
independent ECO for approval.
The DTI EO is to immediately inform the ECO and ACSA environmental compliance department of any incidences
of spills and follow up with an incident report. Replace spill kits as and when required.
Continue to ensure that maintenance of alien vegetation occurs throughout the construction period so ensure
the topsoil is fit for use in the rehabilitation phase. The vegetation must be monitored and managed by DTI EO
accordingly to avoid erosion losses Avoid vehicle movement outside demarcated areas.
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Appendix A
Auditors Independence Declaration
Declaration of Auditor Independence
Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd declares that –
•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd acts as the independent environmental control
officer

•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd will perform the work relating to the Independent
Audit of the Construction of the Bravo Taxiway Extension and Code F Apron Stands in an objective
manner, even if this results in views and findings that are not favourable to the applicant

•

There are no circumstances that may compromise Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty)
Ltd.’s objectivity in performing such work.

•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd has expertise in conducting environmental audits,
including knowledge of the Environmental Authorisation, Acts, Regulations, Municipal By-Laws
and any guidelines that have relevance to the Project.

•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd will comply with the Environmental Authorisation,
Acts, Regulations, Municipal By-Laws and all other applicable legislation.

•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd has not, and will not engage in, conflicting interests
in the undertaking of the activity.

•

All the particulars furnished in this report are true and correct.

•

Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd does not have and will not have any vested interest
(either business, financial, personal or other) in the proposed activity proceeding other than
remuneration for work performed in terms of the Regulations.

Signature Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd

Director
Managing Director
(Capacity)
Thembeka Environmental Consulting (Pty) Ltd
(Name of company)
28 February 2020
(Date)
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